M-955
Marsden Large Bed Weigher

Portable bed weigher with large pads for bed castors
Medically approved with 600kg or 1000kg capacities
Designed to accommodate Medstrom beds
Comes with trolley for added portability

www.marsden-weighing.co.uk

Marsden M-955: Versatile, high capacity bed
scale for accurately weighing bedridden
patients
Marsden’s M-955 is an easy to use solution to weighing bedridden
patients. Designed to be compatible with Medstrom beds, the scale
is ideal for use where moving the patient or bed for weighing is not
practical.

Why the M-955?
The M-955 allows a patient to be accurately weighed whilst
still in their bed, using four pads that are placed under the
castors. The bed doesn’t even need to leave the room!
Crucially, the four pads - with low profile ramps to make
pushing the castors onto the scale as effortless as possible - are
designed for double castor beds, like those made by
Medstrom.
Additionally, carry handles on the pads make them portable,
and the trolley included with the scale makes transportation
over longer distances - like from ward to ward - easy.

It’s easy to use
We’ve made the M-955 easy to transport - using the
carry handles or the trolley - but we’ve also made it easy
to use as well.
Cables from the indicator to the four pads have colour
coded connectors, making the set-up process simple.
Once the indicator is switched on, the bed can be rolled
onto the pads - and the weight will register on the
indicator.

You’ll get an accurate weight reading
The M-955 provides an accurate reading of the
patient’s weight, without the weight of the bed registered.
It achieves this with the Pre-set Tare function: with the
weight of the bed recorded in the indicator, only the
weight of the patient will show on the display each
time the scale is used.
Therefore you’ll have an accurate weight reading of your
patient, to the nearest 200g or 500g, without having to
check and input the bed’s weight every time.

Key features
Designed for Medstrom beds
Suitable for bariatric patients
Rechargeable battery/Mains adaptor supplied
BMI/Zero/Hold
Tare/Pre-set Tare
Portable design - trolley included
Colour-coded connectors for easy set-up

Use it anywhere
The internal rechargeable battery provides 80 hours of use
between charges.
For even greater flexibility, optional Bluetooth, Wifi or
USB connectivity is available, allowing you to set up the
scale to transmit patient data to a device or database.
Please contact us for more information about wireless data
transfer if you wish to purchase with any of these options.

Specification
Class: III
Capacity: 600kg or 1000kg
Graduations: 200g or 500g
Power: Mains adaptor or rechargeable battery
Dimensions: 720mm (with ramp) x 205mm x 55mm
Optional Extras
Printer (TP-2100)
Bluetooth connectivity
Wifi Connectivity
USB connectivity

Marsden M-955: Key features at-a-glance

Easy to use DP-3810
indicator with large
displays
Optional Bluetooth,
wifi or USB
connectivity

Use Tare & Pre-set
Tare functions to
remove weight of bed

Internal rechargeable
battery providing 80
hours’ use

Easy access
functions: Hold,
Zero, BMI

Highly robust
construction
Low profile
ramps
Colour coded
connectors for
easy set-up
Carry handles for
portability (trolley
also supplied)
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Longer pad design
suitable for Medstrom
beds

